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1Convex Relaxations of Probabilistic AC Optimal
Power Flow for Interconnected
AC and HVDC Grids
Andreas Venzke, Student Member, IEEE, and Spyros Chatzivasileiadis, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) systems inter-
connect AC grids to increase reliability, connect offshore wind
generation, and enable coupling of electricity markets. Consider-
ing the growing uncertainty in power infeed and the complexity
introduced by additional controls, robust decision support tools
are necessary. This paper proposes a chance constrained AC-
OPF for AC and HVDC grids, which considers wind uncertainty,
fully utilizes HVDC control capabilities, and uses the semidefinite
relaxation of the AC-OPF. We consider a joint chance constraint
for both AC and HVDC systems, we introduce a piecewise affine
approximation to achieve tractability of the chance constraint,
and we allow corrective control policies for HVDC converters
and generators to be determined. An active loss penalty term
in the objective function and a systematic procedure to choose
the penalty weights allow us to obtain AC-feasible solutions. We
introduce Benders decomposition to maintain scalability. Using
realistic forecast data, we demonstrate our approach on a 53-
bus and a 214-bus AC-DC system, obtaining tight near-global
optimality guarantees. With a Monte Carlo analysis, we show
that a chance constrained DC-OPF leads to violations, whereas
our proposed approach complies with the joint chance constraint.
Index Terms—AC optimal power flow, convex optimization,
HVDC grids, semidefinite programming, uncertainty.
I. INTRODUCTION
THe increase of uncertain renewable generation and thegrowing electricity demand lead power systems to oper-
ate closer to their limits [1]. To maintain a secure operation,
significant investment in new transmission capacity and an
improved utilization of existing assets are necessary. The High
Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) technology is a promising
candidate for enabling increased penetration of volatile re-
newable energy sources and providing controllability in power
system operation. In China, in order to transport large amounts
of power, e.g. wind, from geographically remote areas to
load centers, significant HVDC transmission capacity has been
built [2]. A European HVDC grid is envisioned, extending
several of the point-to-point connections already in operation
to a multi-terminal grid [3]. In this work, we address the
challenge of the operation of such a system under uncertainty.
To this end, we propose a tractable formulation of the chance
constrained AC optimal power flow (OPF) for interconnected
AC and HVDC grids which includes HVDC corrective control
capabilities.
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Several works in the literature integrate models of HVDC
grids in the AC-OPF formulation [4]–[6]. The work in [4]
introduces a generalized steady-state Voltage Source Con-
verter (VSC) multi-terminal DC model which can be used
for sequential AC/DC power flow algorithms. The work in
[5] presents probably the first formulation of a security-
constrained AC-OPF which considers the corrective control
capabilities of the HVDC converters. This is further extended
in [6], proposing linear approximations.
To account for uncertainty, chance constraints can be in-
cluded in the OPF, defining a maximum allowable probability
of constraint violation. Using the DC-OPF approximation,
the work in [7] formulates a chance-constrained DC-OPF
assuming Gaussian distribution of renewable forecast errors
and the work in [8] proposes a robust DC-OPF. In litera-
ture, the application of chance constraints in the context of
interconnected AC and HVDC grids is limited to the DC-OPF
formulation [9], [10]. Ref. [9] proposes a tractable formulation
of a probabilistic security constrained DC-OPF with HVDC
lines. This framework is extended to include HVDC grids
in Ref. [10]. There are two main motivations to use an
AC-OPF formulation. First, the DC power flow formulation
neglects voltage magnitudes, reactive power and system losses
and can lead to substantial errors [11]. Second, the AC-OPF
formulation allows to represent and utilize the voltage and
reactive power control capabilities of the HVDC converters.
The works [12], [13] address the chance constrained AC-OPF
problem for AC grids. Using a linearization of the AC system
state around the operating point, the work in [12] achieves
a tractable formulation of the chance constraints assuming
Gaussian distribution of the uncertainty. The work in [13]
proposes a two-stage adaptive robust optimization model for
the multi-period AC-OPF using semidefinite and second-order
cone relaxations and a budget uncertainty set. The scope of
this work is to propose a tractable formulation for the chance
constrained AC-OPF for interconnected AC and HVDC grids.
Several works [14]–[16] use convex optimization techniques
for the AC-OPF problem for AC and HVDC grids without
considering uncertainty. A convex formulation can provide
guarantees for global optimality. The work in [14] proposes
a second-order cone relaxation. In [15], a semidefinite formu-
lation for the voltage-stability constrained OPF is proposed.
The work in [16] introduces a convex relaxation of the AC-
OPF problem for interconnected AC and HVDC grids, using
the semidefinite relaxation technique in [17] and including a
detailed HVDC converter model. The work in [18] extends this
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Fig. 1. Using a piecewise affine approximation, a tractable formulation of
the chance constrained AC-OPF for interconnected AC and HVDC grids is
proposed. This problem is relaxed by dropping the non-convex rank constraint.
If the obtained matrices are not rank-1, a penalized semidefinite relaxation
is proposed that can recover rank-1 solutions and upper bounds the sub-
optimality with respect to (II).
framework towards a security constrained unit commitment
problem under uncertainty. However, it is assumed that the
forecast errors and resulting generation and load mismatch are
balanced at each bus internally via curtailment, energy storage
or reserve units located at this bus. Hence, the line flows and
voltages do not change as a result of different uncertainty
realizations. This assumption is restrictive and can lead to
high levels of curtailment in practice, e.g. for offshore wind
generation without energy storage.
An overview of the proposed methodology to achieve a
tractable formulation of the chance constrained AC-OPF for
interconnected AC and HVDC grids is illustrated in Fig.1.
First, to address uncertainty in wind power injections, we
include a joint chance constraint which ensures that the AC and
HVDC system constraints are satisfied for a defined probabil-
ity. We use a scenario-based rectangular uncertainty set. As the
AC power flow is non-linear, a suitable approximation of the
system state as a function of the uncertain variables has to be
introduced. The work in [12] proposes a linearization around
the forecasted operating point. In this work, to accurately
model large uncertainty deviations, we use a piecewise linear
approximation between the forecasted operating point and
the vertices of a rectangular or polyhedral uncertainty set.
Then, we relax the non-convex chance constrained AC-OPF
formulation to a semidefinite program. As the resulting chance
constraints are convex, we enforce them only for the vertices of
the uncertainty set [19]. For the semidefinite relaxation of the
AC-OPF to be feasible to the non-convex AC-OPF, the rank
of the introduced matrix variables has to be equal to 1 [17]. In
case we do not obtain rank-1 solution matrices, we propose a
systematic method using a penalty term on active power losses
to recover rank-1 solution matrices. As we solve a convex
relaxation, we can derive near-global optimality guarantees
that upper bound the distance to the global optimum of
the non-convex AC-OPF. We will show in our simulation
studies that the obtained set-points from the piecewise affine
approximation lead to AC power flow solutions which respect
the joint chance constraint violation probability.
In our previous work [20], we introduced a comprehensive
framework to handle chance constraints for the semidefinite
relaxation of the AC-OPF, including Gaussian distributions,
while in [21] we addressed issues related to the affine approx-
imations of the chance-constrained OPF for the second-order
cone formulation. In [22], we further extended the work of [20]
by considering security constraints. In this paper, we introduce
a tractable formulation of the AC-OPF under uncertainty for
interconnected AC and HVDC grids. The main contributions
of our work are:
• To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first paper that pro-
poses a tractable formulation of the chance constrained
AC-OPF for interconnected AC and HVDC grids.
• We introduce the decomposition of the positive semidefi-
nite matrix variables in separate submatrices, each cor-
responding to an individual AC or HVDC grid. This
technique increases scalability and improves numerical
stability.
• We also introduce piecewise affine corrective control poli-
cies for active and reactive power of HVDC converters
in addition to generator active power and voltage, and
utilize wind farm reactive power capabilities, to react to
wind forecast errors.
• We enable parallel computation through Benders decom-
position to address high-dimensional uncertainty. To this
end, we formulate one subproblem for each vertex of the
rectangular uncertainty set and define suitable feasibility
and optimality cuts. We apply the decomposition strategy
on a 214-bus AC-DC system.
• We propose a systematic method to identify suitable
penalty weights to obtain rank-1 solution matrices, by
introducing a penalty term on active power losses. We
show that this penalty term obtains significantly tighter
near-global optimality guarantees than a reactive power
penalty proposed in literature.
• Using realistic day-ahead forecast data, we demonstrate
the performance of our approach on two 24 bus systems
interconnected with an HVDC grid and offshore wind
generation. With a Monte Carlo analysis and using AC-
DC power flows of MATACDC [23], we compare our
approach to a chance constrained DC-OPF formulation.
We find that our approach complies with the considered
joint chance constraint whereas the DC-OPF leads to
violations. For the considered time steps, the obtained
near-global optimality guarantees are higher than 99.5%.
• To match the empirical closely with the maximum al-
lowable joint chance constraint violation probability, we
propose a heuristic adjustment procedure for the scenario-
based uncertainty set by discarding worst-case samples.
This allows us to reduce the cost of uncertainty.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
states the semidefinite relaxation of the AC-OPF for intercon-
nected AC and HVDC grids and includes the joint chance
constraint. Section III defines the scenario-based uncertainty
set, the piecewise affine approximation and formulates cor-
rective control policies. To achieve tractability, a method
from randomized and robust optimization is applied. Then,
Benders decomposition is applied to the AC-OPF formulation.
Section IV presents the results. Section V concludes.
3II. AC OPTIMAL POWER FLOW FORMULATION
In this section, we formulate the semidefinite relaxation
of the AC-OPF for interconnected AC and HVDC grids
and include a joint chance constraint. Ref. [17] proposes a
semidefinite relaxation of the AC-OPF by formulating the OPF
as a function of a positive semidefinite matrix variable W
describing the product of real and imaginary bus voltages.
The convex relaxation is obtained by dropping the rank-1
constraint on the matrix W . We build our formulation upon
[16], which extends the initial work [17] to AC-DC grids.
Among the contributions of this paper is that we decompose
the problem, using one matrix W i for each AC and HVDC
grid instead of one matrix W for the entire system, as in [16],
and we include a chordal decomposition of the semidefinite
constraints on matrices W i. This allows for scalability and
increased numerical stability.
A. Semidefinite Relaxation of AC Optimal Power Flow for
Interconnected AC and HVDC Grids
The system of interconnected AC and HVDC grids consists
of a number of ngrid AC and HVDC grids which are interfaced
by a number of nc HVDC converters. Each HVDC grid is
modeled similar to an AC grid, but with purely resistive
transmission lines, and generators operating at unity power
factor. Each AC and HVDC grid i is comprised of N i buses
and Li lines. The set of buses with a generator connected
is denoted with Gi. The following auxiliary variables are
introduced for each bus k ∈ N i and line (l,m) ∈ Li:
Y ik := eke
T
k Y
i, Y ilm := (y¯
i
lm + y
i
lm)ele
T
l − (yilm)eleTm
Yik :=
1
2
[<{Y ik + (Y ik )T } ={(Y ik )T − Y ik}
={Y ik − (Y ik )T } <{Y ik + (Y ik )T }
]
Yilm :=
1
2
[<{Y ilm + (Y ilm)T } ={(Y ilm)T − Y ilm}
={Y ilm − (Y ilm)T } <{Y ilm + (Y ilm)T }
]
Y¯ik :=
−1
2
[={Y ik + (Y ik )T } <{Y ik − (Y ik )T }
<{(Y ik )T − Y ik} ={Y ik + (Y ik )T }
]
Y¯ilm :=
−1
2
[={Y ilm + (Y ilm)T } <{Y ilm − (Y ilm)T }
<{(Y ilm)T − Y ilm} ={Y ilm + (Y ilm)T }
]
Mk :=
[
eke
T
k 0
0 eke
T
k
]
Mlm :=
[
(el − em)(el − em)T 0
0 (el − em)(el − em)T
]
For each AC and HVDC grid i, matrix Y i denotes the bus
admittance matrix, ek the k-th basis vector, y¯ilm the shunt
admittance of line (l,m) ∈ Li and yilm the series admittance.
The non-linear AC-OPF problem for interconnected AC and
HVDC grids can be written as
min
W i
ngrid∑
i=0
∑
k∈Gi
{cik2(Tr{YikW i}+ P iDk)2 +
cik1(Tr{YikW i}+ P iDk) + cik0} (1)
subject to the following constraints for each bus k ∈ N i and
line (l,m) ∈ Li of each power grid i:
P iGk ≤ Tr{YikW i}+ P iDk ≤ P
i
Gk
(2)
Qi
Gk
≤ Tr{Y¯ikW i}+QiDk ≤ Q
i
Gk
(3)
ji
s
RTf + jXTf
Transformer
f
Filter Bf
k
RCk + jXCk
Phase reactor
SCk = PCk + jQCk
PCs
Fig. 2. Model of HVDC VSC connecting AC grid i to HVDC grid j [4].
(V ik)
2 ≤ Tr{MikW i} ≤ (V
i
k)
2 (4)
−P ilm ≤ Tr{YilmW i} ≤ P
i
lm (5)
Tr{YilmW i}2 + Tr{Y¯ilmW i}2 ≤ (S
i
lm)
2 (6)
W i = [<{Vi}={Vi}] [<{Vi}={Vi}]T (7)
The objective (1) minimizes generation cost, where cik2, c
i
k1
and cik0 are quadratic, linear and constant cost variables
associated with power production of generator k ∈ Gi. The
terms P iDk and Q
i
Dk
denote the active and reactive power
consumption at bus k ∈ N i. Constraints (2) and (3) include
the nodal active and reactive power flow balance; P iGk , P
i
Gk
,
Qi
Gk
and Q
i
Gk
are generator limits for minimum and maximum
active and reactive power, respectively. The bus voltages are
constrained by (4) with corresponding lower and upper limits
V ik, V
i
k. The active and apparent power branch flow P
i
lm and
Silm on line (l,m) ∈ Li are limited by P
i
lm (5) and S
i
lm (6),
respectively. The vector of complex bus voltages is denoted
with Vi. To obtain an optimization problem linear in W i, the
objective function is reformulated using Schur’s complement
introducing auxiliary variables αi for each power grid i:
min
αi,W i
ngrid∑
i=0
∑
k∈Gi
αik (8)[
cik1Tr{YikW i}+aik
√
cik2Tr{YikW i}+bik√
cik2Tr{YikW i}+bik −1
]
 0 (9)
where aik := −αik + cik0 + cik1P iDk and bik :=
√
cik2P
i
Dk
. In
addition, the apparent branch flow constraint (6) is rewritten:[
−(Silm)2 Tr{YilmW i} Tr{Y¯ilmW i}
Tr{YilmW i} −1 0
Tr{Y¯ilmW i} 0 −1
]
 0 (10)
Fig. 2 shows the model of the HVDC converter with filter
bus f , AC bus k and DC bus s connecting AC grid i to HVDC
grid j. We model the HVDC converters as Voltage Source
Converter (VSC) and make the following assumptions based
on the work in [16]: Each VSC can control the active power
PCk , and either the reactive power QCk or the AC terminal
voltage. A transformer with resistance RTf and reactance XTf
connects the AC grid to the filter bus f . The resistance RCk
of the phase reactor in the VSC is substantially smaller than
its reactance XCk . The set of converters is denoted with the
term C. The converter is able to modulate the voltage from the
AC i to the DC side j by a certain modulation factor m:
Tr{MkW i} ≤ m2Tr{MsW j} (11)
The following active power balance has to hold between the
AC bus k and DC bus s:
PCk + PCs + P
conv
loss,k = 0 (12)
4PCk
QCk
mcS
nom
Ck
−mbSnomCk
|Vk|IkFeasible
operating region
Fig. 3. Active and reactive power capability curve of HVDC converter [25].
The term P convloss,k denotes the converter active power losses.
To determine the exact converter losses a detailed assessment
of the power electronic switching behavior is necessary, which
substantially differs for each converter technology [24]. In this
work, we model converter losses as a sum of a constant ak
and a term that depends quadratically with factor ck on the
converter current magnitude |Ik|:
P convloss,k = ak + ck|Ik|2 (13)
It is also possible to include an additional term which depends
linearly on the converter current. As shown in [16], however,
this requires to the introduction of a matrix variable containing
the converter current and its squared value; and a relaxation
of the rank constraint on this variable to achieve a convex
formulation. A penalization term is then required in the ob-
jective function to enforce the rank-1 property for this matrix
variable. As this complicates the formulation, we choose here
to use a loss model that uses a constant and quadratic term.
With Ohm’s Law, the current flow magnitude |Ik| from filter
bus f to AC bus k of the converter at AC side i is:
|Ik|2 = (R2Ck +X2Ck)−1Tr{MkfW i} (14)
The converter current |Ik|2 from (14) can be inserted in the
converter power balance (12) using the converter power losses
(13) with zCk := ck(R
2
Ck
+X2Ck)
−1:
Tr{YkW i}+ Tr{YsW j}+ ak+
zCkTr{MkfW i}+ P iDk + P iDs = 0 (15)
The converter has a feasible operating region to inject and
absorb both reactive and active power as depicted in Fig. 3.
The maximum reactive power which can be absorbed or
injected by the converter is lower- and upper-bounded with
positive constants mb and mc as follows [25]:
−mbSnomCk ≤ Tr{Y¯kW} ≤ mcSnomCk (16)
The nominal apparent power rating of the converter is given
by SnomCk . The maximum transferable apparent power SCk is
upper-bounded by the converter current limit Ik:
|SCk |2 = (PCk)2 + (QCk)2 ≤ (|Vk|Ik)2 (17)
The constraint on the apparent branch flow through the con-
verter (17) is rewritten using Schur’s complement:[
I
2
kTr{MkW i} Tr{YikW i}+P iDk Tr{Y¯
i
kW
i}+QiDk
Tr{YikW i}+P iDk 1 0
Tr{Y¯ikW i}+QiDk 0 1
]
 0 (18)
The non-convex AC-OPF minimizes the objective (8) subject
to AC and HVDC grid constraints (2) – (5), (7), (9), (10),
and HVDC converter constraints (11), (15) – (16), (18). The
non-convex rank constraint (7) can be expressed by:
W i  0 (19)
rank(W i) = 1 (20)
The convex relaxation is introduced by dropping the rank-1
constraint (20), relaxing the non-linear, non-convex AC-OPF
to a convex semidefinite program (SDP). The work in [17]
proves for AC grids that if the rank of W obtained from the
SDP relaxation is 1 or 2, then W is the global optimum of
the non-linear, non-convex AC-OPF and the optimal voltage
vector can be computed following the procedure described in
[26]. Whether the rank is 1 or 2 when the relaxation is exact,
depends on if the slack bus angle is fixed as an additional
constraint in the AC-OPF. In [16], there are two necessary
conditions to obtain zero relaxation gap for interconnected
AC and HVDC grids: First, as in [17], a small resistance of
10−4 p.u. has to be included for each transformer. Second,
a large resistance of 104 p.u. has to be added between the
AC bus k and DC bus s of each converter. This is to ensure
the resistive connectivity of the power system graph. In our
work, we eliminate the need for the second condition. We
formulate the problem not as a function of one matrix W for
the whole grid, as in [16], but one matrix W i for each AC and
HVDC grid. This allows us to eliminate the need for the large
resistance and still obtain zero relaxation gap. This leads to two
desirable effects. First, the numerical stability is increased as
the high value of 104 p.u. used to be causing numerical scaling
problems to the SDP solver in our experiments. Second, the
computational run time is reduced, as we consider a reduced
amount of matrix entries.
In order to further increase scalability, a chordal decom-
position of the semidefinite constraints is applied. Following
[27], in order to obtain a chordal graph, a chordal extension of
each AC and HVDC grid graph is computed with a Cholesky
factorization. Then, we compute the maximum cliques de-
composition of the obtained chordal graph. We replace the
semidefinite constraint (19) with:
(W i)clq,clq  0 (21)
The positive semidefinite matrix completion theorem ensures
that if (21) holds for each maximum clique clq, the resulting
matrix W i can be completed such that it is positive semidef-
inite. This allows to substantially reduce the number of con-
sidered matrix entries and the computational burden [27]. The
chordal decomposition requires additional equality constraints
between matrix entries of W appearing in several cliques to
ensure consistency. There is a computational tradeoff between
the complexity of the decomposed semidefinite constraint (21)
and the number of those equality constraints. Using heuristic
clique merging, an optimal computational trade-off can be
achieved [26], [28].
B. Inclusion of Chance Constraints
Renewable energy sources and stochastic loads introduce
uncertainty in power system operation. To account for uncer-
5tainty in bus power injections, we extend the presented OPF
formulation with a joint chance constraint. A total number of
nW wind farms are introduced in the system of interconnected
AC and HVDC grids at buses k ∈ W and modeled as
PWk = P
f
Wk
+ ζk , (22)
where PW are the actual wind infeeds, P
f
Wk
are the forecasted
values and ζ are the uncertain forecast errors. The chance
constrained AC-OPF for interconnected AC and HVDC grids
uses the semidefinite relaxation of the AC-OPF and includes a
joint chance constraint for all buses k ∈ N i, lines (l,m) ∈ Li
and converters (s, k, f, i, j) ∈ C:
min
αi,W i0 ,W
i(ζ)
ngrid∑
i=0
∑
k∈Gi
αik (23)
s.t. (9), (2) – (5), (10), (11), (15), (16), (18), (21)
for W i = W i0 (24)
P
{
(2) – (5), (10), (11), (15), (16), (18), (21)
}
≥ 1− 
for W i = W i(ζ) (25)
For a given maximum allowable violation probability  ∈
(0, 1), the joint chance constraint (25) ensures that compliance
with the system constraints is achieved with probability higher
than the confidence interval 1 − . The formulation with a
joint chance constraint is desirable from the operator’s point
of view, as it ensures for a given probability that the entire AC
and HVDC system state is secured against the uncertainty.
The system constraints can be classified in two types. The
constraints corresponding to equations (2)–(5), (11), (15) –
(16) are linear scalar constraints and those corresponding to
equations (10), (18), (21) are semi-definite constraints. The
matrix W i0 is the forecasted system state and the matrix
W i(ζ) denotes the system state as a function of the forecast
errors which are the continuous uncertain variables ζ. Hence,
the chance constrained AC-OPF problem (23) – (25) is an
infinite-dimensional problem optimizing over W i(ζ) [29].
This renders the problem intractable, which makes it necessary
to identify a suitable approximation for W i(ζ) [30]. In the
following, an approximation of an explicit dependence of
W i(ζ) on the forecast errors is presented.
III. TRACTABLE OPTIMAL POWER FLOW FORMULATION
Using a scenario-based method, we define the uncertainty
set associated with forecast errors. As the optimization prob-
lem is infinite-dimensional, we use a piecewise affine approx-
imation to model the system state as a function of forecast
errors. This allows us to include corrective control policies of
active and reactive power set-points of HVDC converters, and
of generator active power and voltage set-points. To achieve
tractability of the resulting chance constraint, theoretical re-
sults from robust optimization are leveraged. By using a
penalty term on power losses, we introduce a heuristic method
to identify suitable penalty terms to obtain rank-1 solution
matrices. We show how the proposed AC-OPF formulation
can be decomposed using Benders decomposition.
ζ1
ζ2ζ1
ζ2
ζ1
ζ
2
Fig. 4. Illustration how the bounds on the forecast errors for two wind farms
are retrieved using [19]. The green circles represent Ns scenarios.
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Fig. 5. Uncertainty set derived from the scenario-based method for three wind
farms. It is sufficient to enforce the joint chance constraint at the vertices,
i.e. at the obtained maximum bounds on forecast errors. For each grid i,
the piecewise affine approximation interpolates the system state between the
forecasted system states W i0 and the vertices W
i
1−8 denoted with circles.
A. Scenario-Based Uncertainty Set
To determine the bounds of the uncertainty set for a defined
, we use a scenario-based method from [19], which does not
make any assumption on the underlying distribution of the
forecast errors. To this end, we compute the minimum volume
rectangular set which with probability 1 − β contains 1 − 
of the probability mass. The term β is a confidence parameter
which is usually initially selected to be very low. According to
[19], which builds upon [31], it is necessary to draw at least the
following number of scenarios Ns to specify the uncertainty
set:
Ns ≥ 1
1− 
e
e− 1(ln
1
β
+ 2nδ − 1) (26)
The term e is Euler’s number and the term nδ is the number
of uncertain variables, which in our case is the number of
wind farms nW . The minimum and maximum bounds on the
forecast errors ζ are retrieved by a simple sorting operation
among the Ns scenarios as illustrated in Fig. 4. The resulting
rectangular uncertainty set has a number of nv vertices v ∈
V which are its corner points. For each vertex v ∈ V , the
vector ζv ∈ RnW contains the corresponding forecast error
magnitudes of the wind farms. Alternatively, the user could
specify a polyhedral uncertainty set, or a number of scenarios
to be included.
B. Piecewise Affine Approximation
For the previously obtained rectangular uncertainty set, we
use the piecewise affine approximation from [20] to model the
system change as a function of the forecast errors. To this end,
we introduce a matrix W iv for each vertex v ∈ V and power
grid i. The system state of each power grid i as a function
6of the forecast errors is approximated as a piecewise affine
interpolation between the forecasted system state W i0 and the
vertices of the uncertainty set W iv:
W i(ζ) := W i0 + Ψ
nv
v=1(ζ)(W
i
v −W i0)
The function Ψnvv=1(ζ) denotes a piecewise affine interpolation
operator of the wind forecast error ζ between all vertices ζv . It
returns a weight for the direction of each vertex, corresponding
to the distance. For the case of three uncertain wind infeeds,
this concept is illustrated in Fig. 5.
C. Corrective Control Policies
The piecewise affine approximation allows to include cor-
responding piecewise corrective control policies. We assume
that the system operator can respond to forecast errors with
corrective control of HVDC converters and generator active
power and voltage set-points, i.e. the system operator sends
updated set-points based on the realization of forecast errors.
During steady-state power system operation, generation has
to match demand and system losses. If an imbalance occurs
due to e.g. an occurring forecast error, designated generators
in the power grid will respond by adjusting their active power
output as part of automatic generation control (AGC). The
vector diG ∈ Rn
i
b defines the generator participation factors
for each grid i. The term nib denotes the number of buses of
grid i. The vector diw ∈ Rn
i
b has a {−1} entry corresponding
to the bus where the w-th wind farm is located. The other
entries of this vector are {0}. The sum of the generator
participation factors should compensate the deviation in wind
generation, i. e.
∑ngrid
i
∑
k∈G d
i
Gk
= 1. The line losses of
the AC power grid vary non-linearly with changes in wind
infeeds and corresponding adjustments of generator output.
To allow for a compensation of the change in system losses,
we introduce a slack variable γv for each vertex. In order to
link the generation dispatch of the forecasted system state W i0
with system states in which forecast errors occur, the following
constraints are introduced for each vertex v ∈ V\{0}, bus
k ∈ N i and power grid i:
Tr{Yik(W iv −W i0)} =
nW∑
w=1
ζvw(d
i
Gk
+ γvd
i
Gk
+ diwk) (27)
As a result, it is ensured that each generator compensates
the non-linear change in system losses proportional to its
participation factor. We allow for a corrective control of
voltage set-points at generator terminals in case of forecast
errors and recover the set-point at bus k ∈ N i and grid i:
|Vik|2 := Tr{MkW i0}+ Ψnvv=1(ζ)Tr{Mk(W iv −W i0)}
Grid codes specify reactive power capabilities of wind farms
often in terms of power factor cosφ =
√
P 2
P 2+Q2 . We allow for
a power factor set-point being sent to each wind farm. Note
that our AC-OPF framework captures the variation of the wind
farm reactive power injection as a function of wind farm active
power. To this end, we modify constraints (3) to include the
reactive power capabilities of wind farms. We introduce the
reactive power set-point τk for each wind farm k ∈ W:
−
√
1−cos2 φ
cos2 φ ≤ τk ≤
√
1−cos2 φ
cos2 φ (28)
The HVDC converter can be operated in PV or PQ control
mode. Here, we consider the latter, that is the HVDC converter
is able to independently control its active and reactive power
set-point. Note that our framework can capture the PV control
mode as well. The resulting controllability can be utilized to
react to uncertain power injections by rerouting active power
flows, injecting, or absorbing additional reactive power. In this
work, a piecewise affine corrective control policy is introduced
for the HVDC converter. The optimization determines an
optimal set-point for the active and reactive power of the
converter for each vertex and for the operating point. The set-
points for a realization of the forecast errors ζ are computed
as a piecewise affine interpolation for converter k ∈ C:
PCk(ζ) := Tr{YikW i0} − P iDk + Ψnvv=1(ζ)Tr{Yik(W iv −W i0)}
QCk(ζ) := Tr{Y¯ikW i0} −QiDk + Ψnvv=1(ζ)Tr{Y¯
i
k(W
i
v −W i0)}
D. Robust Optimization
To obtain a tractable formulation of the chance constraints
including the control policies, the following result from robust
optimization is used: If the constraint functions are linear,
monotone or convex with respect to the uncertain variables,
then the system variables will take the maximum values at
the vertices of the uncertainty set [19]. Using the piecewise
affine approximation of Section III-B, the system constraints
corresponding to equations (2)–(5), (11), (15) – (16) are linear
and those corresponding to equations (10), (18), (21) are
semidefinite, i.e. convex. Hence, it suffices to enforce the joint
chance constraint at the vertices v ∈ V of the rectangular
uncertainty set or the corner points of a polyhedral uncertainty
set. We provide a tractable formulation of (25) for each vertex
v ∈ V , bus k ∈ N i, line (l,m) ∈ Li and grid i; the converter
constraints are formulated for each converter (s, k, f, i, j) ∈ C:
P ik ≤ Tr{YikW iv}+ P iDk − P fWk − ζvk ≤ P
i
k (29)
Qi
k
≤ Tr{Y¯ikW iv}+QiDk − τk(P fWk + ζvk) ≤ Q
i
k (30)
(V ik)
2 ≤ Tr{MkW iv} ≤ (V
i
k)
2 (31)
− P ilm ≤ Tr{YilmW iv} ≤ P
i
lm (32)[
−(Silm)2 Tr{YilmW iv} Tr{Y¯ilmW iv}
Tr{YilmW iv} −1 0
Tr{Y¯ilmW iv} 0 −1
]
 0 (33)
W iv,(clq,clq)  0 (34)
Tr{YikW iv}+ Tr{YisW iv}+ ak+
zCkTr{MkfW i}+ P iDk + P iDs = 0 (35)
Tr{MkW iv} ≤ m2Tr{MsW jv } (36)
−mbSnomCk ≤ Tr{Y¯kW iv} ≤ mcSnomCk (37) I2kTr{MkW iv} Tr{YikWv}+P iDk Tr{Y¯ikWv}+QiDkTr{YikW iv}+P iDk 1 0
Tr{Y¯ikW iv}+QiDk 0 1
  0 (38)
7Tr{Yik(W iv −W i0)} =
nW∑
w
ζvw(d
i
Gk
+ γvd
i
Gk
+ diwk) (39)
Equation (39) links the forecasted system state with each of
the vertices v. The chance constrained AC-OPF formulation
minimizes (23) subject to (24), (28), (29) – (39).
E. Systematic Procedure to Obtain Rank-1 Solution Matrices
In case we do not obtain rank-1 solution matrices for all
vertices of the uncertainty set, we propose to add an active
power loss penalty term to the objective function (23), where
the terms µv ≥ 0 are weighting factors:
min
αi,W i0 ,W
i
v,τk,γv
ngrid∑
i=0
∑
k∈Gi
αik +
nv∑
v=1
µvγv (40)
We use an individual penalty term µv for each vertex and
outage instead of a uniform penalty parameter µ as in [20].
We found in [22] that this allows us to introduce a robust
systematic method to identify rank-1 solution matrices, as
we will show in Section IV. For this purpose, we solve the
chance constrained AC-OPF in an iterative manner. First, we
set all penalty weights µv to 0 and solve the OPF problem.
If we obtain rank-1 W solutions, we terminate. Otherwise,
we increase the penalty weight µv by a defined step-size ∆µ
only for higher rank matrices and re-solve the OPF problem.
We repeat this procedure until all W matrices are rank-1 (in
each grid i, there is a W matrix for the operating point, and
one additional W matrix for each vertex, see Fig. 5). With
the penalized semidefinite AC-OPF formulation, near-global
optimality guarantees can be derived, which can specify the
maximum distance to the global optimum of a non-convex
AC-OPF using the piecewise affine approximation [32]. The
numerical results in Section IV-B show that while this penalty
is necessary to obtain rank-1 solution matrices, in practice
the deviation of the near-global optimal solution (40) from
the global optimum is small. Alternatively, a penalty term on
the generator reactive power injections based on [32] can be
introduced for each vertex in the objective function:
min
αi,W i0 ,W
i
v,τk,γv
ngrid∑
i=0
∑
k∈Gi
αik +
nv∑
v=1
µv
ngrid∑
i=0
∑
k∈Gi
Qv,iGk (41)
The term Qv,iGk denotes the reactive power injection at bus k of
grid i and vertex v. The objective (41) minimizes generation
cost and penalizes the generator reactive power injections for
each vertex. We show in our simulation studies in Section IV
that the reactive power penalty term can also obtain rank-1
solution matrices but leads to substantially larger upper bounds
for the distance to the global optimum than the active power
loss penalty (40), i.e. a higher generation cost.
F. Benders Decomposition For Vertices of Uncertainty Set
In the following, using Benders decomposition, we show
how the proposed optimization problem can be decomposed
in one master problem, and one subproblem for each vertex
of the uncertainty set. This is desirable as the number of
vertices in the proposed OPF formulation grows exponentially
with the number of wind farms. For a detailed explanation
of decomposition techniques the interested reader is referred
to [33]. We assume the power factor τ of the wind farms is
fixed. Then, the forecasted system state W0 couples the system
states for each vertex Wv only through the equality constraints
(39). In fact, only the active generator power dispatch PG,0
of the forecasted system state links the vertices, i.e. is the
complicating variable. If PG,0 is assumed fixed, then the
optimization problem decomposes into one subproblem for
each vertex. The master problem at iteration J can be stated:
min
αi,W i0 ,P
i
G,0,Θ≥Θmin
ngrid∑
i=0
∑
k∈Gi
αik + Θ (42)
s.t. (24), P iGk,0 = Tr{YikW i0}+ P iDk ∀k ∈ Gi (43)
Θ ≥
nv∑
v=1
µvγ
(j)
v +
ngrid∑
i=0
∑
k∈Gi
Λ
v,(j)
k (P
i
Gk,0
− P i,(j)Gk,0)
∀j = 1, ..., J − 1 (44)
0 ≥ Sv +
ngrid∑
i=0
∑
k∈Gi
Ω
v,(j)
k (P
i
Gk,0
− P i,(j)Gk,0)
∀v ∈ V, j = 1, ..., J − 1 (45)
The original objective function is reconstructed using the
optimality cuts (44) for the auxiliary variable Θ. In case
subproblems are infeasible for the chosen generation dispatch
PG,0, feasibility cuts (45) are added. The optimality subprob-
lem for vertex v and fixed active generator power dispatch
Pˆ
i,(J)
G,0 from the master problem can be stated at iteration J
as:
min
P iG,0,W
i
v,γv
µvγv (46)
s.t. (29)− (38), Tr{YikW iv} − P iGk,0 − P iDk =
nW∑
w
ζvw(d
i
Gk
+ γvd
i
Gk
+ diwk) (47)
P iG,0 = Pˆ
i,(J)
G,0 : Λ
v,(J) (48)
If the subproblem is feasible, then an optimality cut in form of
(44) is added to the master problem based on the Lagrangian
multipliers Λv,(J). If the subproblem is infeasible or the
penalty weight µv is zero, we solve the following feasibility
subproblem and add one feasibility cut (45) based on the
Lagrangian multipliers Ωv,(J) to the master problem:
min
P iG,0,W
i
v,γv,s≥0
Sv =
ngrid∑
i=0
∑
k∈N i
siPk + s
i
Pk
+ siQk + s
i
Qk
(49)
s.t. (31)− (39), (47) (50)
P ik − siPk ≤ Tr{YikW iv}+ P iDk
− P fWk − ζvk ≤ P
i
k + s
i
Pk
(51)
Qi
k
− siQk ≤ Tr{Y¯
i
kW
i
v}+QiDk ≤ Q
i
k + s
i
Qk
(52)
P iG,0 = Pˆ
i,(J)
G,0 : Ω
v,(J) (53)
In the feasibility subproblem, we introduce the slack vari-
ables sPk , sPk , sQk , sQk to allow for curtailment and over-
satisfaction of active and reactive power at each bus, re-
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Fig. 6. Two IEEE 24 bus systems interconnected with a 5 bus multi-terminal
HVDC grid and two onshore and one offshore wind farm.
spectively. In the objective function (49) we minimize the
sum of the slack variables Sv , i.e. the amount of constraint
violation. The trivial solution of zero active and reactive power
nodal injections is included, hence ensuring the existence of
a solution to the feasibility subproblem. Using only a subset
of possible slack variables had two desirable effects in our
numerical studies: First, it reduced the computational time, as
less slack variables need to be considered. Second, the amount
of iterations was decreased.
The Benders algorithm includes the following steps. First,
the master problem is solved without optimality and feasibility
cuts. With the obtained generation dispatch Pˆ i,(J)G,0 , one opti-
mality subproblem is solved for each vertex of the uncertainty
set. If the subproblem is infeasible or the penalty term µv is
zero, then the feasibility subproblem is solved and a feasibility
cut is added if the sum of the slack variables Sv is larger than
zero. The algorithm continues to iteratively solve master and
subproblems and terminates when the difference in the value
of auxiliary variable Θ and the sum of the objective values
of the subproblems
∑
v∈V µvγv is lower than a specified
tolerance, and the sum of the slack variables in the feasibility
subproblems
∑
v∈V Sv is lower than a specified tolerance.
The advantage of applying Benders decomposition is that
it allows us to deal with high dimensions of uncertainty,
(i.e. a large number of vertices), since the complexity of one
subproblem remains constant independent of the number of
uncertain injections. Assuming that the subproblems are solved
in parallel, the complexity of the subproblem is comparable
to the complexity of solving the OPF without considering
uncertainty. Note that this framework also allows to include
security constraints in a straightforward way as e.g. in [34]
for the security constrained unit commitment problem, which
would result in one subproblem for each vertex and each
outage. Last but not least, a significant additional benefit of
this framework is that, contrary to non-convex AC-OPF for-
mulations, the convex SDP formulation guarantees theoretical
convergence of the Benders decomposition [33].
IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
The optimization problem is implemented in MATLAB
using the optimization toolbox YALMIP [35] and the SDP
TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETER
Confidence interval 1−  and parameter β 0.95 | 10−3
Wind farm reactive limits on τ (cosφ = 0.95) ±0.3827
HVDC line resistance (p. u. ) 0.01
HVDC upper and lower voltage limits V , V (p.u.) 1.1 | 0.9
Converter apparent power SnomC (MVA) 200
Converter voltage rating (kV) 240
Resistance RTk , reactance XTk (p.u.) [4] 0.0015 | 0.1121
Converter resistance RCk , reactance XCk (p.u.) [4] 0.0001 | 0.1643
Converter loss terms ak , ck (p.u.) [4] 0.0110 | 0.0069
Filter Bf (multi-modular converter has no filter) –
Upper converter current limit 1
1.1
· SnomC
Voltage modulation m 1.05
Upper and lower converter reactive limits mc, mb 0.4 | 0.5
solver MOSEK 8 [36]. A small resistance of 10−4 p.u. has
to be added to each transformer, which is a condition for
obtaining an exact solution , i.e. rank-1 solution matrices [17].
We do not include the slack bus angle constraint. Therefore,
to investigate whether the rank of an obtained solution matrix
W i is 2, the ratio ρ of the 2nd to 3rd eigenvalue of each
maximum clique clq is computed, a measure proposed by
[26]. This value should be around 105 or larger to imply that
the obtained solution matrix is rank-2. The respective rank-1
solution can be retrieved by following the procedure in [26].
The obtained solution is then a feasible solution to the original
non-convex AC-OPF. The work in [32] proposes the use of
the following measure to evaluate the degree of the near-
global optimality of a penalized relaxation: Let f˜1(x) be the
generation cost of the convex OPF without a penalty term and
f˜2(x) the generation cost with a penalty weight sufficiently
high to obtain rank-1 matrices, i.e. it corresponds to a solution
that is feasible to the non-convex chance constrained AC-
OPF using the piecewise affine approximation. The near-
global optimality can be assessed by computing the parameter
δopt :=
f˜1(x)
f˜2(x)
·100%. Note that this distance is an upper bound
to the distance from the global optimum.
For the following analysis, we consider a 53-bus AC-DC
system, i.e. two IEEE 24 bus systems interconnected with a
5 bus HVDC grid shown in Fig. 6. A total of three on- and
offshore wind farms with a rated power of 150 MW, 300 MW
and 400 MW are placed at bus 8 of the first AC grid, at bus
24 of the second AC grid, and at bus 3 of the HVDC grid,
respectively. Table I shows the simulation parameters. For the
generator participation factors, each generator adjusts its active
power proportional to its maximum active power. For the first
two subsections, we solve the proposed OPF formulation as
one optimization problem. In Section IV-D, we replace the
IEEE 24 bus systems with IEEE 118 bus systems, i.e. we
consider a 241-bus AC-DC system, and solve the decomposed
OPF formulation with one subproblem for each vertex of the
uncertainty set as proposed in Section III-F.
A. Systematic Procedure to Obtain Rank-1 Solution Matrices
In this section, we showcase the systematic, heuristic pro-
cedure to identify rank-1 solution matrices. For illustrative
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Fig. 7. Minimum eigenvalue ratios ρ over all grids i, generation cost and
penalty for each iteration of the systematic procedure for the considered test
case. The change of generation cost and penalty is normalized to the non-
penalized objective value. We report the maximum constraint violation at
each iteration evaluated with non-linear AC power flows using the obtained
set-points for the forecasted system state and the vertices. The procedure
would terminate at iteration 20. In this test case only, we extend the number
of iterations to 40 to further investigate the relationship between eigenvalue
ratio and penalty parameter. For this purpose, once we reach the defined
minimum clique eigenvalue ratio, we double it.
purposes, we assume for each wind farm a forecasted infeed of
50% of rated power and assume the forecast error bounds are
within ±25% of rated power with 95% probability. We select
the penalty weight step size ∆µ to be 25. In Fig. 7, we show
minimum eigenvalue ratios ρ of all grids i, generation cost and
penalty for each iteration of the proposed systematic procedure
using the active power loss penalty in (40). Furthermore,
we report the maximum constraint violation at each iteration
evaluated with non-linear AC power flows using the obtained
set-points for the forecasted system state and the vertices of
the uncertainty set. For this purpose we divide the maximum
occurring constraint violation ∆ by the difference in maximum
and minimum constraint limit (Max - Min). At iteration 20
we obtain rank-2 matrices W i0−8 and the corresponding rank-1
solution matrices can be recovered following [26] by means of
an eigendecompostion. At this point, the near-global optimality
guarantee evaluates to 99.52%, i.e. the distance to the global
optimum is at most 0.48% and the obtained set-points comply
with the constraints for the forecasted system state and the
vertices. The proposed procedure allows for a systematic
identification of suitable penalty weights. This improves upon
previous works [20], [37] which use an ad-hoc defined penalty
parameter. In case simulations with similar setup are rerun,
the previously obtained penalty weights µv can be used as
hot start. The active loss power penalty effectively minimizes
the deviation in active power between the vertices of the
uncertainty set and the forecasted system state. Note that if we
increase the penalty weights to a value too high, we obtain a
higher rank solution for the forecasted system W0 state (here
in iteration 35), which corresponds to a non-physical solution,
and this elucidates the importance of a systematic method to
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE OF AC-OPF WITHOUT CONSIDERING
UNCERTAINTY, THE CHANCE-CONSTRAINED AC-OPF FORMULATION AND
A CHANCE-CONSTRAINED DC-OPF [10] USING 10’000 SAMPLES FROM
REALISTIC FORECAST DATA. INSECURE INSTANCES ARE MARKED BOLD.
THE CC-AC-OPF USES THE ACTIVE LOSS PENALTY (40).
Time step (h) 1 2 3 4 5
Empirical bus voltage constraint violation probability (%)
AC-OPF w/o CC 24.07 24.24 15.71 13.85 23.35
Penalized CC-AC-OPF 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CC-DC-OPF [10] 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Empirical generator active power constraint violation probability (%)
AC-OPF w/o CC 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Penalized CC-AC-OPF 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CC-DC-OPF [10] 9.95 2.45 11.16 1.19 0.83
Empirical apparent branch flow constraint violation probability (%)
AC-OPF w/o CC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Penalized CC-AC-OPF 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CC-DC-OPF [10] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cost of uncertainty (%)
Penalized CC-AC-OPF 3.94 4.78 3.90 5.02 5.46
CC-DC-OPF [10] 1.36 2.26 1.87 3.06 3.51
choose the penalty weights to obtain rank-1 solution matrices.
B. Monte Carlo Analysis Using Realistic Forecast Data
In this section, we compare the proposed chance constrained
AC-OPF using the active power loss penalty in (40) to a DC-
OPF formulation [10] and to an AC-OPF without considering
uncertainty, for the test case shown in Fig. 6 using realistic
forecast data. Note that in literature the application of chance
constraints to interconnected AC and HVDC grids is limited
to the DC-OPF formulation. We select the penalty weight step
size ∆µ to be 100. The DC-OPF includes a joint chance
constraint on active generator power and active line flows,
and corrective control of active power set-points of HVDC
converters. As the branch flow limits are specified in terms of
apparent power, for the DC-OPF only we set the maximum
active branch flow to 80% Slm. To construct the rectangular
uncertainty set for both formulations, we draw NS = 377
samples according to (26) with  = 0.05 and β = 10−3.
The sample base representing realistic wind day-ahead forecast
data has been constructed exactly following the procedure in
[38] and is based on wind power measurements in the Western
Denmark area from 15 different control zones collected by
the Danish transmission system operator Energinet. We select
control zone 1, 11, 3 to correspond to the wind farm at
bus 8, 24, and 3, respectively. We use three different sets of
Ns samples to run the following computational experiments
and report the averaged results. Note that we use the same
sample base for both drawing the Ns samples and the Monte
Carlo analysis. The converter C2 is selected as DC slack bus
which compensates the possible mismatch between set-points
and the realized active power flows. Note that the DC-OPF
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Fig. 8. Corrective control policy of converter active and reactive power set-
points and 10’000 sample realizations for converter C3 and time step 3.
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF ACTIVE POWER LOSS AND REACTIVE POWER PENALTY
Near-global optimality guarantee δopt (%)
Time step (h) 1 2 3 4 5
Active loss penalty 99.64 99.61 99.53 99.63 99.58
Reactive power penalty 96.57 96.33 91.94 95.82 94.15
approach does not model converter losses and that the AC-
OPF without considering uncertainty includes no corrective
control policies, i.e. resulting mismatches are compensated via
the slack bus converter. With our approach we include suitable
HVDC converter corrective control policies.
In order to evaluate the empirical constraint violation prob-
abilities of the three approaches, we run a Monte Carlo
analysis using AC-DC power flows of MATACDC [23] with
10’000 samples drawn from the realistic forecast data sample
base. MATACDC is a sequential AC/DC power flow solver
interfaced with MATPOWER [39] which uses the HVDC
converter model shown in Section II-A. The DC-OPF provides
only the active power set-points for generators and HVDC
converters. To exclude numerical errors, a minimum violation
limit of 10−3 per unit for generator limits on active power and
0.1% for voltage and apparent line flow limits is assumed. In
the AC power flow the generator reactive power limits are
enforced to avoid a possibly high non-physical overloading of
the limits. Furthermore, we distribute the loss mismatch from
the active generator set-points among the generators according
to their participation factors and rerun the power flow to mimic
the response of automatic generation control (AGC).
In Table II the resulting violation probability of the joint
chance constraint on active power, bus voltages, and active
branch flows, and the cost of uncertainty are compared for
our approach, an AC-OPF without considering uncertainty and
the chance constrained DC-OPF. We find that our proposed
approach complies with the joint chance constraint. If we
do not consider uncertainty in the AC-OPF, violations of
generator and voltage limits occur. The chance constrained
DC-OPF violates the target value of  = 5% as well. Violations
of voltage limits occur as the DC-OPF approximation does
not model voltage magnitudes. As losses which can make
up several percent of load are also neglected, the limits on
generator active power are violated as well. The cost of un-
certainty, i.e. the additional cost incurred by taking uncertainty
into account, is lower for the DC-OPF approach as the cost
for the active power losses are not included. On average, for
our approach, using a laptop with Intel i7-7820HQ CPU @
2.90 GHz and 32 GB RAM, the total solving time is 13.0
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Fig. 9. The average active power loss Ploss, the average sum of generator
reactive power
∑
QG, the change in generation cost and the penalty term
for time step 3 for the active power loss and reactive power generator penalty
terms. The iterations are shown until rank-1 solution matrices are obtained.
Note that all quantities are normalized by the corresponding values of the
forecasted system state W0 for the non-penalized CC-AC-OPF and the first
two are averaged over all vertices of the uncertainty set.
seconds, the individual SDP solving time is 1.9 seconds and
the number of iterations for the systematic procedure to obtain
rank-1 solution matrices is 6.8. For the HVDC converter C3
and time step 3, we show in Fig. 8 the active and reactive
power set-points from our approach for the first sample set
and the resulting 10’000 realizations which comply with the
HVDC converter limits.
In Table III we compare the near-global optimality guaran-
tee that we obtain by using the active loss penalty from (40)
and the reactive power penalty (41) averaged for the three Ns
sample sets. For both approaches, we us0e the same penalty
weight step size ∆µ = 100 for the systematic procedure.
By using the active loss penalty, the near-global optimality
guarantee evaluates to at least 99.5% for all considered time
steps, i.e. the distance to the global optimum is at most 0.5%.
The upper bound on the sub-optimality incurred by the reactive
power loss penalty is substantially larger with an average of
5.1% which is more than ten times larger than the bound
obtained by the active power loss penalty, i.e. the obtained
generation cost is higher for the reactive power penalty by
that amount. This highlights the effectiveness of the proposed
active power loss penalty to obtain rank-1 solution matrices
without incurring a significant sub-optimality.
To provide more insight into the active power loss and
reactive power generator penalty, Fig. 9 shows the average
active power loss Ploss, the average sum of generator reactive
power
∑
QG, the change in generation cost and the penalty
term for time step 3 of Table III. We consider the first Ns
sample set. The iterations are shown until rank-1 solution
matrices are obtained. Note that all quantities are normalized
by the corresponding values of the forecasted system state
W0 of the non-penalized chance constrained AC-OPF and
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β∗ for fixed values of  for time step 4. Starting from a value β = 10−3,
the amount of samples forming the rectangular uncertainty set is reduced
according to the new confidence parameter β∗ in order to match emp with 
more closely while systematically reducing the cost of uncertainty.
the first two are averaged over all vertices of the uncertainty
set. We observe that for the non-penalized formulation, i.e. at
iteration 1, both the high average active power loss of 197.1%
and the high average generator reactive power of 245.5%
indicate that several of the solution matrices Wv correspond
to non-physical higher rank solutions. Furthermore, the active
power loss and the generator reactive power are coupled, and
both heuristic penalty terms reduce these values from high
non-physical values until a rank-1 solution can be recovered.
However, in this case, the active power loss penalty requires
significantly less iterations, 7 compared to 25, and a two orders
of magnitude smaller penalty term to recover rank-1 solution
matrices. An intuitive explanation is that the active power loss
penalty penalizes directly the change in active power losses
with respect to the forecasted system state, represented by γv ,
and that this term is significantly smaller than the absolute
sum of generator reactive power.
C. Tuning of Confidence Parameter β
In the previous section, we have shown that our proposed
tractable chance constrained AC-OPF formulation achieves
compliance with the maximum allowable joint chance con-
straint violation probability of  = 5%. However, the actual
observed empirical joint violation probability is emp = 0%
in Table II. The underlying reason is that the methodology
we employ to achieve a tractable formulation of the chance
constraints does not make any assumption on the distribution
of the forecast errors, i.e. we are robust against the worst-case
distribution for defined violation probability . In this section,
we propose a procedure to adjust the confidence parameter
β to match the empirical violation probability emp with the
maximum allowable constraint violation probability  more
closely while systematically reducing the cost of uncertainty.
For this purpose, after we obtain the empirical violation
probability emp as a result of the Monte Carlo Analysis for a
given  and β, we adjust the confidence parameter β. Based on
the new confidence parameter, which we denote with β∗, we
compute the reduced number of samples according to (26), and
discard samples from the initial Ns samples of the rectangular
uncertainty set. In the discarding process, we select the worst-
case samples, i.e. the samples which when removed reduce one
of the dimensions of the rectangular set the most. We can tune
the confidence parameter β∗ iteratively, until the empirical
violation probability emp matches the maximum allowable
constraint violation probability . Note, that in case of a
minimum confidence parameter β∗ (here β∗ = 0.5) the solution
is still conservative, the number of considered samples could
be further reduced by also adjusting the violation probability 
in (26). This proposed procedure is similar to distributionally
robust optimization, e.g. [40] in which both the distance metric
around the empirical distribution and violation probability 
are varied over a wide range of values to achieve a target
empirical violation probability emp.
In Fig. 10, for the previous simulation setup, the time step
4 and a penalty step size of ∆µ = 10, the cost of uncertainty
and the empirical joint violation probability emp are shown as
a function of the adjusted confidence parameter β∗ for a fixed
value of . We consider the first Ns sample set. By tuning
the confidence parameter β∗, and subsequently discarding
samples from the rectangular uncertainty set, we can match the
empirical joint violation probability emp with the maximum
allowable joint violation probability  more closely at a lower
cost of uncertainty, and reduce the conservativeness of our
approach. For  = 5%, we can achieve an empirical violation
probability emp = 4.13% with β∗ = 0.025, while reducing
the cost of uncertainty from 5.06% to 3.29%. Similarly for
 = 10%, an empirical violation probability emp = 9.15%
with β∗ = 0.075 is achieved, while reducing the cost of
uncertainty from 4.90% to 1.72%. Note that for each of the
three values of , we redraw the samples and obtain slightly
different forecast values. As a result, the cost of uncertainty
is not directly comparable between different values of .
D. Benders Decomposition for 241-Bus AC-DC System
In the following, we demonstrate the performance of the
Benders decomposition of our proposed OPF formulation for
a system of two IEEE 118 bus test systems interconnected
with a 5 bus multi-terminal HVDC grid. To this end, for the
previously used test case in Fig. 6, we replace the IEEE 24
bus systems with IEEE 118 bus systems [41]. The converters
C1 and C2 are connected to the AC buses 8 and 65 of the
first 118 bus system. The converters C3 and C4 are connected
to the AC buses 8 and 65 of the second 118 bus system. We
place one wind farm with rated power of 300 MW at bus 5
of the first 118 bus system and a second wind farm with rated
power of 600 MW at bus 64 of the second 118 bus system.
The offshore wind farm with rated power of 400 MW remains
at bus 3 of the HVDC grid. For the forecast data, we select
control zone 1, 11, 3 to correspond to the wind farms at bus
8, 65, and 3, respectively. We consider the time step 1 and
one Ns sample set.
We solve the decomposed OPF formulation for a uniform
penalty parameter of µv = 100. We select θmin to be −108. As
convergence criterion, we assume that the difference between
the auxiliary variable and the sum of the objective value of the
optimality subproblems is less than 10−4 of the overall objec-
tive value. Furthermore, the sum of the feasibility subproblems
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Fig. 11. For a 241-bus system, the convergence characteristics of the proposed
decomposition algorithm are displayed. The upper plot shows the sum of the
objective values of the penalized subproblems and the auxiliary variable θ.
The middle plot shows the infeasibility and the lower plot the generation cost.
Sv should be lower than 10−4. In Fig. 11 the convergence
characteristics of the decomposed formulation are shown.
In the first iterations, feasibility cuts are included, which
lead to an increase in the generation cost for the forecasted
system state. As the optimality cuts from the subproblems
are gradually included the generation cost decreases. At the
same time, the difference between auxiliary variable and the
sum of the objective values of the subproblems decreases
until the algorithm converges after 41 iterations. The solving
time for one instance of the subproblem is on average 0.45
s and for the master problem on average 0.65 s. Note that
we observe a decrease in the resulting numerical accuracy for
the decomposed problem compared with solving the original
optimization problem. If we solve the problem with a different
penalty term, we can directly include the feasibility cuts from
previous iterations to the master problem to speed up the
convergence of the Benders algorithm.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose a tractable formulation of a chance
constrained AC-OPF for interconnected AC and HVDC grids,
which uses the semidefinite relaxation of the AC-OPF and
can provide guarantees regarding (near-)global optimality. We
include control policies related to active power, reactive power,
and voltage, in particular of HVDC converters. To enhance
scalability and numerical stability, we split the semidefinite
matrix in parts corresponding to each individual subsystem,
i.e. different AC or DC grids. By using a penalty term on active
power losses, we propose a systematic method to identify
suitable penalty weights to obtain rank-1 solution matrices. To
facilitate computational tractability, we propose a decomposi-
tion of our AC-OPF formulation using Benders decomposition
and show its success on a 214-bus AC-DC system. For a test
case of two IEEE 24 bus AC grids interconnected through
an HVDC grid, using realistic forecast data, we show that a
chance constrained DC-OPF leads to violations of the consid-
ered joint chance constraint whereas our proposed approach
complies with all constraints. To match the empirical closely
with the maximum allowable joint chance constraint violation
probability, we propose a heuristic adjustment procedure for
the scenario-based uncertainty set by discarding worst-case
samples which allows us to reduce the cost of uncertainty.
Our future work will focus on including (i) N-1 security and
post-contingency HVDC corrective control, and (ii) successive
penalization techniques.
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